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Glassdoor rewards Saint-Gobain as one of the best e mployers  

 
Saint-Gobain has just been awarded by the Glassdoor job search website as 
one of the “Best Employers in France” for 2017. This competition relies 
exclusively on the opinions posted online by internet users regarding their 
company. When an employee shares his opinion about a company, he/she is 
asked to rate his professional satisfaction by taking into account factors such as 
career opportunities, salary, corporate culture, work environment and balance 
between personal and professional life.  
 
"This distinction is important for our employer brand because it reflects the 
experience of employees. My colleagues are the best ambassadors of the Saint-
Gobain brand. They demonstrate on their own initiative the strength of our 
corporate culture, our values, and the attractiveness of our human resources 
policy. Professional mobility, team diversity, commitment and talent development 
are a daily occurrence at Saint-Gobain,” said Claire Pedini, Senior Vice 
President in charge of Human Resources at Saint-Gobain.  
 

Link to the Glassdoor website:  

https://www.glassdoor.fr/R%C3%A9compense/Meilleurs-Employeurs-France-

LST_KQ0,27.htm  

 

 
ABOUT SAINT-GOBAIN 
Saint-Gobain designs, manufactures and distributes materials and solutions which are 
key ingredients in the wellbeing of each of us and the future of all. They can be found 
everywhere in our living places and our daily life: in buildings, transportation, 
infrastructure and in many industrial applications. They provide comfort, performance 
and safety while addressing the challenges of sustainable construction, resource 
efficiency and climate change. 
 
€39.6 billion SALES in 2015 
Operates in 67 countries  
More than 170,000 employees 
www.saint-gobain.com  
@saintgobain  
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About Glassdoor 
Glassdoor is the world’s most transparent jobs and recruiting marketplace that is 
changing how people search for jobs and how companies recruit top talent. 
Glassdoor combines job listings with anonymous reviews, ratings and salary 
data to help people find a job and company they love. This level of transparency, 
in turn, helps employers attract the right candidates for their company and 
culture at a fraction of the cost of other channels. Glassdoor offers employers 
job-advertising, job-posting and employer-branding solutions in addition to robust 
talent analytics. Launched in 2008, Glassdoor has job listings and data for more 
than 600,000 employers in 190 countries and is available on iOS and Android 
platforms. For labor market trends and analysis, visit Glassdoor Economic 
Research. For career advice and job-related news and tips, visit the Glassdoor 
Blog. 
 

 


